
ODE ITC Call – 1/9/2023 
Notes provided by Naja Bailey (META) and Gretchen Martin (ACCESS) 
 
 
FY23S Initial Exiting Student Collection – The first window has closed, and ODE very much appreciates 
everyone’s work on that collection.  It was a challenge for CTE follow-up happening in the fall rather 
than in the spring.  The window to request a Data Appeal for CTE follow-up is open today through this 
Thursday, 1/12/2023.  Data is due very quickly because of Federal reporting deadlines, so the deadline 
to submit corrected EMIS data for approved appeals is 1/18/2023.  No data appeals need to be 
requested for a student who is NOT a CTE student.  The Final Exiting Follow-up collection is set to open 
February 9 for reporting the rest of the exiting high school follow-up students in the file - Graduates and 
students with disabilities (SWD). 
 
 
FY23L Initial Staff/Course Collection – Data from this Initial collection is used for Local Report Card 
certification/licensure.  ODE sent a new reminder email to ITCs today regarding entities that have not 
submitted this collection even once yet.  Also, if it has been a while since an entity has collected and 
submitted data, it is important to get updated information submitted before the Initial collection closes 
in about three weeks (1/31/2023). 
 
 
ODE EMIS Training – Next round will be January 23-27, 2023, and ODE encourages people to participate.  
Registration is not required; visit ODE’s website for more information (ODE > Topics > Data > EMIS > 
Resources > EMIS Training).  
 
 
Q&A 
Q: District did not report two students in the Initial Follow-up collection, thinking the JVS would report 
them (but they didn’t because the district is responsible, not the JVS).  Does the district need to file an 
appeal to report “Unknown”?  
A: If the District can find something out this week, they should file an appeal to get that reported.  One 
of the measures on the CTE side is the number of students for whom the status is known.  So, if they 
know the student is employed, in the military, or pursuing further training or higher ed, they want to get 
that in.  If they don’t know anything and just want to report Unknown, they do NOT need to request an 
appeal.  Not reporting them or reporting “Unknown” has the same result in the calculations. 
 
Q:  We have a ticket (#106455) in for one of our districts that reported a student as educated by them 
and graduated from them.  The student is still counting at the previous community school and we’re not 
sure why.  District admitted them 7/22/21, and the community school withdrew them 9/3/2021. 
A:  For follow-up, they will count in the same IRN where they are in the grad cohort.  We’ll look at the 
ticket, but that is a grad cohort issue and not a follow-up issue. 
 
Q:  We are not seeing the “(ENRL-001) Resident Students Educated Elsewhere” Level 2 report in Midyear. 
A:  I think that depends on the other entities reporting where the students are attending in this new 
window.  Please put in a ticket and we’ll check it out.  That is also a relatively new report, so the 
transition between windows may not have gone as expected.   
 
Q:  Do you know when the “2023L Principal ESSA Licensure Assurances” received file will be available? 



A:  ODE is working on getting that out this week. 
 
 
OECN ITC Staff Conference – ODE is considering some break-out sessions for the OECN United 
Conference for ITCs coming up March 30-31, 2023.  A couple of ideas are: 
- Data Collector’s new Local Report Builder.  We’re hoping that by the end of March people will be 

using it and may have some feedback. 
- SSID Locator presentation from SSDT or the developer, and it may be helpful for SIS vendors to be 

involved also. 
 
 
Upcoming Call Schedule  
Wednesday, January 11 – ODE Change Call has been cancelled 
Monday, January 23 – ODE ITC Call  
 


